
 
 

Economy 

 

Challenge lies in resource mobilisation, say experts 

 Experts at a seminar on Saturday expressed scepticism about achieving the sustainable development goals 

(SDGs) by the country within the stipulated timeframe. 

 They listed a number of factors that might pose as serious challenges to the job of meeting the goals. 

 The factors include growing inequality, huge funding deficit, corruption, poor performances in the ease of doing 

business index and unavailability of one-stop service (OSS) to attract both local and overseas investors on a 

large scale. 

 Hailing Bangladesh's steady economic growth over the last one decade, the experts observed only a section of 

the people were being benefited from the growth, thus, widening the level of inequality further. 

 The observations came at a national seminar on '2030 agenda for sustainable development' organised by 

Bangladesh Economic Association (BEA) at Institution of Engineers, Bangladesh (IEB). 

 Dr Qazi Kholiquzzaman Ahmad, chairman at Dhaka School of Economics (DScE) and Palli Karma-Sahayak 

Foundation (PKSF), presented a keynote paper at the event. 

 He said mobilising required funds for achieving SDGs will be a massive challenge for the economy. The country 

needs US$ 928 billion within the stipulated timeframe of 2030. On that calculation, the country annually requires 

US$ 66 billion, he added. 

 "Our national budget for this fiscal year (FY'19) is equivalent to US$ 42 billion, which is far short of the 

requirement," he said. 

 Citing the data on Credit Suisse's global wealth report, Mr Ahmad said half of the world's wealth is captured by 

1.0 per cent people, showing a huge gap between the superrich and others.  

 "The situation is not too bad in Bangladesh, but the gap is still huge here. Our success will depend on how fast 

we reduce the gap," he said. 

 He said some quarters say the country achieved nothing while some say it achieved everything. "They are just 

lying. We achieved many things but these are not enough to achieve SDGs," he said.  

 Terming corruption another serious problem for the country, he said there are reports of financial fraudulence in 

the country's financial system but measures to deal with such incidents have not been that satisfactory. 

 "We have to ensure stern action against wrongdoers," he added. 

 BEA president Dr Abul Barakat, who moderated the event, said the country would not be able to meet SDGs if 

inequality in income continues to widen further. 

 "Can we ensure equal benefits of the growth for everyone? We have to think about it," he said. 

 Criticising the goal-10, he said it aims to reduce inequality but it indicates only financial inequality in the targets. 

"What is about cultural and social inequality? Without these how will it be sustainable?," he added. 

 Speaking as the chief guest, former chief justice Md Tafazzul Islam said project costs often go up manifold here 

which creates huge pressure on the resource-starving economy. 

 "We need to stop the trend of cost overrun," he said. 

 Former ambassador Abdul Hannan said Bangladesh is on the right trajectory as far as its export earnings (US$ 

36.6 billion without service sector) is concerned, but it needs to further accelerate the growth. 

 For raising the export volume, he said the World Trade Organisation (WTO) was supposed to complete the Doha 

round, but that is now stalled.  

 "It was supposed to continue with preferential trade agreements but the USA has stopped it.... rules of origin is 

yet to be simplified. Then how will we increase export at the required pace," he added. 

 He said US$ 9.0 billion from external sources will be required to take the economic growth to 9.0 per cent. But 

the flow of official development assistance (ODA) from development partners remains uncertain.  

 "So, we've to concentrate more on internal resource mobilisation," he said. 

 Chief executive officer of BUILD Ferdaus Ara Begum highlighted three issues -- export diversification, private 

sector engagement and ease of doing business for achieving the SDGs. 

 "We're lagging behind in the ease of doing business. Even Afghanistan is ahead us. We should make policy, 

concentrating on the cost and time which are considered while making such index," she added. 

 Former secretary to the government AHM Rezaul Karim and DScE Prof Dr Muhammad Mahboob Ali, among 

others, spoke at the seminar. 

 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/challenge-lies-in-resource-mobilisation-say-experts-1541868737 

 

Unlikely to impact businesses, likely to hamper long-term investment 

 Considering the prevailing political situation of the country, the upcoming 11th general election to be held on 

December 23 is unlikely to have any adverse impact on Bangladesh‟s economy, said businessmen and 

economists.    

 However, they opined that private sector investment may remain stagnant until a new government is formed.  

 The Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI) President Md Shafiul Islam 

Mohiuddin said: “With policy support from the government, and political stability, the country will continue to 
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progress. The economic landscape of 2019 and beyond will depend on the stability of the country, during the 

11th general polls.” 

 He said apparently the business activities will go as usual, but long-term investment will go through a wait and 

see regime until the ensuing elections and aftermath. 

 Drawing confidence from the on-going dialogues between the government and other political parties, Dhaka 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI) President Abul Kasem Khan told the Dhaka Tribune that the nation‟s 

politics reaching such a mature stage is a good sign for the economy. 

 “In previous elections, we did not see any cooperation or negotiations among political parties,” said the DCCI 

president, adding that these dialogues are giving the business community more confidence. 

 He further added: “Political parties should think about the country‟s economy as we have a growing market and 

solid investment base from home and abroad.” 

 During the 2014 parliamentary election, Bangladesh‟s economy suffered greatly following 55 days of 

countrywide strikes and blockades since July of 2013 to January of 2014. 

 According to data by the Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD), Bangladesh economy has witnessed financial losses 

of about Tk49,000 crore during the period. 

 World Bank‟s “Bangladesh Development Update Report published in 2015” claimed that the country lost $2.2 

billion or 1% of the country‟s total gross domestic product (GDP) due to prolonged political turmoil. 

 Speaking to the Dhaka Tribune, BGMEA Senior Vice President Faruque Hassan said that the business community 

is very positive that the election will be held peacefully, and there will be no incident which will hurt the 

economy.  

 “Political instability and violence hurts our export industry very badly, so we want a peaceful election to prevent 

losing buyers‟ confidence on Bangladesh,” said Faruque, adding that the business community had already 

assured buyers of a peaceful election that will not hamper business.  

 A DCCI survey found that earlier in 2014, Bangladesh‟s $30 billion RMG industry suffered financial losses worth 

Tk842.5 crore due to political unrest.  

 Moreover, the transport sector lost Tk300 crore daily. The agricultural sector lost Tk288 crore in, real estate 

sector Tk250 crore, and tourism sector Tk210 crore. The wholesale and retail markets suffered losses of Tk150 

crore, while the manufacturing sector lost Tk100 crore. 

 “A stable political situation is very important for an economy. Compared to the previous years‟ instability during 

or ahead of elections, there is a peaceful situation in the county so far. I hope, it will remain stable,” said Zahid 

Hussain, lead economist of World Bank Dhaka. 

 “Disruptions in business environment that happen due to strikes, demonstrations, and blockades, is absent now,” 

said Zahid, adding that if the prevailing situation continues, there will be no negative impact to the country‟s 

economy.       

 Selim Raihan, Executive Director of South Asian Network on Economic Modeling (SANEM) said: “As of now, the 

political situation indicates that the next election will be held peacefully. The situation is better compared to the 

previous election. So, there will be no big impact on the country‟s economy.” 

 While business leaders welcomed the current political stability, they also want a fair election to ensure 

participation of all parties. 

 “In the past, due to destructive political activities, businesses would suffer from huge financial losses,” said Asif 

Ibrahim, former president of DCCI. “Fortunately, it did not happen before this election. We welcome this positive 

change.” 

 “Bangladesh is progressing towards economic development and the politics of the country has also showed 

positive attitude toward economy, which is to be expected,” said Asif, also Managing Director of NewAge Group.  

 Private sector investment, particularly the long-terms investment,  is likely to slow down due to anxiety among 

business people and fear of instability from the previous experience,.  

 “Though the situation is calm but there is some apprehension among business people as they suffered losses in 

previous elections,” said Selim Raihan, also a professor of Economics at Dhaka University. 

 “So, ahead of parliamentary election, new investments from private sectors may go through stagnant situation 

as the entrepreneurs are observing the pre-election and post-election situation.”  

 Selim added that in the last few months imports, especially raw materials and capital machinery, saw adeclining 

trend, due to investors‟ being cautious in making investment decisions, ahead of elections. 

 

From https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2018/11/11/election-economy-unlikely-to-impact-businesses-likely-to-
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Indiscipline in economy to slow SDG progress 

 The rampant indiscipline in the economy would turn out to be a big impediment to achieving the Sustainable 

Development Goals, said a noted economist yesterday. 

 In Bangladesh a single man can own 5 to 6 banks and big loan defaulters remain untouched, said Qazi 

Kholiquzzaman Ahmad, chairman of Dhaka School of Economics, at a seminar on implementing the SDGs, 

organised by the Bangladesh Economic Association (BEA). 
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 “This type of economic invasion is surely a big impediment to achieving the SDGs. If this type of ailment in the 

market economy continues, I am doubtful how the goals will be achieved.” 

 No big loan defaulter here gets exemplary punishment, said Ahmad, also the chairman of Palli Karma-Sahayak 

Foundation, while calling for reforms in the financial sector with urgency. 

 He said the government should focus on improving inclusiveness in the economy, spending more on research, 

speeding up project implementation, keeping political stability and assuring good governance. 

 The world economy runs on capitalism that promotes privatisation, said Abul Barkat, president of the BEA, 

adding that it would be next to impossible to achieve the SDGs in this backdrop as the goals were made 'for all'. 

 A robust coordination mechanism is essential to achieving the best possible targets, he said. 

 He also emphasised on ensuring that the fruits of the solid GDP growth are evenly distributed. “Otherwise, 

whether it grows at 10 percent or 5 percent, it will have no impact.” 

 Md Tafazzul Islam, former chief justice, echoed the same. 

 “The Bangladesh economy is growing very fast but the poor are becoming poorer and the rich are becoming 

richer,” he said, while urging the government to think of ways to rein in the rising inequality. 

 He also said the high cost of the large infrastructure projects when compared with those in other countries may 

create a burden for the next generation. 

 “Our policymakers should consider how the projects can be completed at lower costs but higher quality,” Islam 

added. 

 

From https://www.thedailystar.net/business/economy/news/indiscipline-economy-slow-sdg-progress-1658755 

 

Owners of luxury cars under NBR scanners 

 Buyers of luxury cars have come under scanners of the tax authority as they might have concealed the actual 

brand names of vehicles and their prices in the income tax files. 

 Tax officials said many of the owners of luxury cars might have not paid their actual amounts of payable tax by 

citing less engine capacities. 

 It has also been alleged that some luxury car owners pay Advance Income Tax (AIT) at the time of registration 

and fitness renewal of their cars but do not submit tax returns.  

 They are not in the tax net despite having considerable amounts of annual income as they afford luxury cars. 

 As per Income Tax Ordinance-1984, Section 68B, a private car or jeep owner has to pay a minimum of Tk 15,000 

in AIT for their vehicles up to 1500 CC at the time of fitness renewal every year or during registration. The 

amount of tax is higher for any car above 1500 CC. 

 Taxpayers can claim refund of any excess amount of AIT paid or adjust it with their actual payable tax in the tax 

return. 

 To track tax evaders, taxmen have moved to collect details of last six years about luxury car sellers and buyers 

from the Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA). 

 The tax authority recently sent a letter to the BRTA seeking the details. 

 Information about buyers of BMW, Volvo, Mercedes-benz, Audi, Lexus, Jaguar, Hammer, Prado, Petrol Turbo 

Wagon, Discovery, and Harrier has been sought to ascertain whether they mentioned these cars in their tax 

returns and paid AIT accordingly. 

 Taxmen would also see whether luxury car owners were submitting tax returns or not, said a senior tax official. 

 Private car owners are required to register their vehicles by submitting purchase receipts, copies of bills of entry 

and other information. 

 The taxmen have sought the information about luxury car registration during the period from July 01, 2012 to 

June 30, 2018. 

 As per tax authorities' requirement, the BRTA will have to furnish names and addresses of the buyers, their e-

TINs (taxpayers'identification numbers), brand names and models, engine capacities, chasis numbers, purchase 

prices, names of the selling companies and their e-TINs. 

 Three of the income tax inspectors -- Abu Hena Md Zakir, Md Nazrul Islam and Md Mohiuddin Mamun -- will 

compile the information to be available from the BRTA. 

 As per the income tax law, an owner of a motorcar or a jeep with an engine capacity between 1500 and 2000 CC 

has to pay Tk 30,000 in advance tax in a year.  

 For a car or jeep up to 2500 CC the amount of AIT is Tk 50,000. Up to 3000 CC the amount is Tk 75,000, up to 

3500 CC Tk 100,000 and above 3500 CC Tk 125,000. 

 If any person owns two cars or jeeps or microbuses, he has to pay 50 per cent higher AIT for the second one. 

 However, nine categories of car owners are exempted from payment of AIT. The categories include government 

or local government, government's project or programme, United Nations (UN) organisations or foreign 

diplomats, foreign development partners, Monthly Payment Order (MPO)-listed educational institutions, any 

public university and gazetted injured freedom fighters, etc. 
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Corporate governance comes into sharp focus : Muhith 

 A total of 28 corporate entities from 11 categories have won the ICSB National Award 2017. 

 The awards were handed over to the respective companies at a programme held at a city hotel on Saturday. 

 In the 'banking companies' category, Eastern Bank Ltd won gold award, Southeast Bank Ltd bagged silver and 

Prime Bank Ltd got bronze. 

 In 'non-banking financial institution' category, IDLC Finance Ltd won gold award, Delta BRAC Housing Finance 

Corporation silver and Union Capital Ltd bronze. 

 In the 'insurance companies' category, Green Delta Insurance won gold, Prime Insurance Company Ltd silver and 

Phoenix Insurance Company Ltd bronze. 

 Awards were also given in the categories for pharmaceutical and chemical companies, textile and RMG, food and 

allied companies, telecoms, engineering, manufacturing, fuel and power and services. 

 Speaking on the occasion, Finance Minister AMA Muhith said efficient corporate governance is increasingly 

becoming important in today's business world. 

 Securities and Exchange Commission chairman Dr M Khairul Hossain said, "Corporate governance is a major 

determinant for stability and development of capital market." 

 "This year, we've converted the Corporate Governance Guideline into Corporate Governance Code. Under the 

code, chartered secretaries have to play a much bigger role in ensuring excellence in corporate governance." 

 AB Mirza Azizul Islam, chairman of the jury board of the ICSB National Award 2017, and Mohammad Sanaullah, 

president of the ICSB, also spoke. 

From http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/print/corporate-governance-comes-into-sharp-focus-muhith-1541868990 

 

Apparel 

 

EU retailers may cut ties with 532 RMG units 

 Some 532 readymade garment factories may lose business relations with European clothing brands and retailers 

if the EU retailers‟ group Accord is to leave Bangladesh by November 30 deadline, as per a plan of the group. 

 Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh has, however, a plan to seek an Appellate Division order 

against a High Court directive asking it to depart the country on or before November 30, 2018.  

 The government and BGMEA officials seem to have become a bit „soft‟ and are hoping that the group may stay 

here beyond November, as per industry insiders.  

 Stephen Quinn, chief safety inspector of Accord, on November 8 sent a letter to the signatory companies of the 

platform informing that the 2018 Transition Accord currently faced a restraining order issued by the High Court 

which, if not lifted, would force a premature closure of the Accord office in Bangladesh. 

 The safety inspector has also informed the brands and retailers about the consequences of application of the 

Accord Escalation Protocol if the restraining order is not lifted. 

 „If the restraining order is not lifted, I will escalate all stage 2 factories to stage 3. I will take this action on 1 

December 2018 whereby these supplier factories will no longer be eligible to produce for any Accord signatory 

brands. Brands currently sourcing from these factories will be required to terminate their business relationship in 

accordance with Article 16 of the Accord and time-frame set forth in the Accord Escalation Protocol,‟ the letter 

reads.  

 Quinn in the letter also says he will escalate all the factories in stage 1 for more than six months to stage 2 on 

December 1. 

 If those factories fail to address outstanding remediation issues by the December 31, they will then be escalated 

to stage 3 on January 1, 2019 and will become ineligible to produce for any Accord signatory company. 

 According to the letter, there are 139 factories in stage 2 and those will be declared ineligible to produce for 

Accord signatory companies from December 1.  

 The letter adds that there are some 393 factories in stage 1 for more than six months as of November 30, 2018 

and the units will be escalated to stage 2 on December I. 

 If those factories fail to make required remediation progress issues by the December 31, they will then be 

escalated to stage 3 on January 1, 2019 and they will no longer be eligible to run business with Accord signatory 

brands. 

 After the Rana Plaza building collapse in April 24, 2013, that killed more than 1,100 people, mostly garments 

workers, 180 apparel brands and retailers mostly from EU formed the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in 

Bangladesh to improve workplace safety in Bangladesh while North American retailers formed the Alliance 

undertaking a five-year plan, which set timeframes and accountability for inspections and training and workers 

empowerment programmes. 

 Recently, a High Court bench issued a directive asking Accord to leave Bangladesh by November 30. 

 The HC also asked the government to restrain from extending the tenure of the Accord in Bangladesh in any 

manner, whatsoever. 

 Following the order from High Court, global buyers, investors and EU parliament members repeatedly requested 

government to extend the timeframe of the platform until the „rigorous readiness‟ of a national body to take 

over the factory safety responsibility. 
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 The chief safety inspector of Accord in its letter has informed EU brands and buyers that if the Accord is forced 

to close its liaison office in Bangladesh, the provisions of the 2018 Transition Accord, signed by global apparel 

brands and retailers and unions, remain in effect. 

 „This means the Accord signatory brands will remain subject to the provisions of this agreement and the 

technical and executive decisions of the Accord; including the Accord Escalation Protocol,‟ the letter says.  

 It also observes that a premature closure of the Accord office in Bangladesh is likely to have negative 

consequences related to the Accord‟s ability to monitor and verify remediation progress at Accord covered 

factories. 

 The inspector has also proposed hiring international engineering firms to conduct inspections and continue our 

follow-up inspections in the RMG factories. 

 He says that if the Accord is forced to leave Bangladesh, inspecting factories already in escalation will not be 

possible for it at the required level needed to make sure such unsafe factories are pushed towards acceleration 

of remediation to merit de-escalation. 

 Accord has inspected more than 1,600 garment factories and 89 per cent of the safety flaws of the units have 

been corrected till September. 

 The platform has terminated business ties with 182 factories over their failure to make required progress in 

fixing safety faults. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55661/eu-retailers-may-cut-ties-with-532-rmg-units 

 

Information & Communications Technology 

 

Govt faces penalty for BTRC delay in loan installment payment 

 The government is facing payment of penalty of 8395.98 euro after the state-owned telecommunication 

commission failed to clear installments in time for the loan it had taken from Hongkong and Shanghai Banking 

Corporation for installation of the Bangabandhu-1 satellite. 

 Officials of the ministry of finance said that Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission became 

defaulted in clearing nine out of 12 installments due since March 2018 against its loan of 157.5 million euro 

taken from HSBC in September 2016. 

 The non-concessional loan committee headed by finance minister AMA Muhith provided state-guarantee to the 

loan nature of which is hard term with less grace period.  

 Finance ministry officials said the defaulted installments included the first installment plus interest of 

78,28,416.68 euro cleared on October 22 instead of October 11 prompting the HSBC to impose 8395.98 euro 

(equivalent to Tk 796,638.85) as penalty. 

 BTRC acting chairman Jahurul Haque on Saturday told New Age that there were no more arrears in installments 

as the commission already cleared those. 

 He said the matter was not so serious, although the finance ministry officials said that the government had not 

paid any penalty and failed to service debts to any overseas agency in the past 46 years. 

 Commenting on the penalty imposed by the HSBC, Jahurul Haque said, „We are not satisfied with the service. We 

should not allow them to take additional money from the country.‟ 

 As per the agreement, BTRC would repay the loan in 20 installments in 12 years with the annual interest rate of 

1.5 per cent in addition to agency fee, commitment fee and agency security fee.  

 Thales Alenia Space of France that was awarded the deal of installing the satellite handed over the ownership of 

it on Friday to the BTRC after it was launched by American aerospace manufacturer and space transportation 

services company, SpaceX, in May 11 this year from Florida in the USA.  

 Meanwhile, the treasury and debts management wing of the finance division has already held two inter-

ministerial meetings on October 17 and October 28 to review the payment detail of the BTRC to the bank, said 

the officials. 

 The inter-ministerial meeting in October, attended among others by additional secretary and managing director 

Saiful Islam of the Bangladesh Communication Satellite Company Limited, expressed disappointment over the 

payment failure by BTRC. 

 The meeting asked the BTRC to bring the officials into book for the errors and gave feedbacks to the ministry of 

finance. 

 The meeting also asked the BTRC to be remained careful about the deadlines of payments in future and arrange 

the fund dully. 

 

From http://www.newagebd.net/article/55664/govt-faces-penalty-for-btrc-delay-in-loan-installment-payment 

 

Local TV channels don’t need earth station for Bangabandhu-I’s service 

 Local television (TV) channels would not require installing any earth station to get service from country‟s first 

geostationary communication satellite Bangabandhu-I. 
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 „We would introduce alternative service for the TV channels to minimize their cost,‟ Bangladesh Communication 

Satellite Company Limited (BCSCL) chairman Dr Shahjahan Mahmood told BSS on Saturday. 

 Mentioning that installation of earth station requires a big cost for the TV channels, he said: „They would connect 

the TV channels with their ground station through optical fiber for transmission.‟ 

 Dr Mahmood said they would do a trial run without earth station by using „fiber optic based service‟ to the state-

owned Bangladesh Television within 4/5 days. „We would replicate this service gradually to the private TV 

stations.‟ 

 Meanwhile, the French manufacturer Thales Alenia Space on Friday handed over the controlling authority of 

Bangabandhu-I to BCSCL, which was launched by the SpaceX last May 12 from Florida to the orbit. 

 Besides, the trial broadcast of Bangabandhu-I has been successfully done through airing the South Asian 

Football Federation (SAFF) Championship 2018. 

 On starting commercial service, the chairman of BCSCL board said: „Our consultancy firm Thaicom would submit 

a market study shortly and then we would go for next course of action.‟ 

 BCSCL has hired international consultancy firm Thaicom for two years to run marketing and sale of the 

connectivity of Bangabandhu-I in six countries, including four neighbours. The Thai firm is currently active in 

around 20 countries. 

 Mentioning that BCSCL mobilised a good and efficient marketing team, Dr Mahmood earlier said, „Our agency 

will mainly concentrate on the international business rather than being engaged in local market‟. 

 Thales launched the Bangabandhu-I in May 12 from Florida of America at a cost of Taka 2,765 crore and 

according to the plan, it will reach break-even within seven years of starting its commercial service. 

 Located at the 119.1 east geostationary slot, Bangabandhu-I would cover the SAARC countries and Indonesia, 

the Philippines, Myanmar, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkestan and a part of Kazakhstan. 

 The coverage is the strongest in Indonesia, the Philippines, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal and Bhutan, for which these 

six countries have initially been chosen for business. 

 The satellite‟s operations include „direct-to-home‟ service for TV channels, VSAT (very small aperture terminal), 

backhaul and network restoration, disaster preparedness and relief and many others. 
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Capital Market 

 

Stocks end 3-week losses on bargain hunting 

 Dhaka stocks in the past week finished flat after losing in the previous three weeks as some investors, especially 

the institutional ones went for bargain hunting share buying in the last two days, while many others remained 

cautious on rising political tension. 

 DSEX, the key index of Dhaka Stock Exchange, added 0.01 per cent, or 0.64 points, to close at 5,259.11 points on 

Thursday, the last trading session of the week after losing 176 points in the previous three consecutive weeks. 

 The market was negative in the first three sessions but turn upward in the last two sessions as investors opted to 

inject fresh investment by lucrative price levels for rebalancing their portfolio, said EBL Securities in its weekly 

market commentary. 

 The rising political activities including meetings, rallies, dialogues and political fracas surrounding the national 

polls had continued weighed on the market from the first day of the week that forced DSE board and its brokers 

to hold meeting on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

 The DSE board also met with the commissioners of Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission on Tuesday 

to discuss about the downfall. 

 After that the institutional investors, especially the state run Investment Corporation of Bangladesh came 

forward to revive bearish sentiment of the market. 

 They said that ICB began investing its Tk 2,000 crore of bonds‟ proceeds in the market that helped the market 

from Wednesday that helped the market to keep afloat. 

 Moreover, the DSE members also started their investment of their share sales proceeds of Tk 947 crore in the 

market to improve the market sentiment. 

 The DSE on Wednesday suspended share trading of Khulna Power Company to holdup an initiative of selling 

1.80 crore shares by a sponsor of the company as the bourse anticipated that the initiative was one of the 

reasons of first three days index fall of the week. 

 The official of the bourse said that the suspension helped the market to rebound in the last two days of the 

week. 

 Average share prices of textile, engineering and pharmaceuticals advanced 6.1 per cent, 0.8 per cent and 0.7 per 

cent respectively. 

 On the other hand, the core index fell in most of the sessions of the week as investors were concerned about the 

political uncertainty ahead of national polls. 

 Chief election commissioner KM Nurul Huda on Thursday evening announced the schedule for the 11th 

parliamentary elections fixing December 23 as the polling day. 
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 Besides, profits of most of the banks declined in January- September period that instigated investors to sale 

shares of the sector. 

 Average share prices of energy, bank, non-bank financial institutions and telecommunication dropped by 4.2 per 

cent, 1.1 per cent, 1.0 per cent and 0.7 per cent respectively. 

 The daily average turnover on the bourse, increased by 7.63 per cent to Tk 519.15 crore in the last week from Tk 

482.33 crore in the previous week. 

 Out of the 346 traded issues, 162 declined, 159 advanced and 23 remained unchanged. 

 DS30, the blue-chip index of DSE, however, shed 0.34 per cent, or 6.26 points, over the week to close at 1,859.10 

points. 

 Shariah index DSES also dipped 0.46 per cent, or 5.59 points, to close at 1,210.46 points. 

 Despite remaining suspended in the last two days of the week, KPCL led the turnover chart with its shares worth 

Tk 128.79 crore changing hands. 

 SK Trims & Industries, VFS Thread Dyeing, Intech Limited, BBS Cables, Nurani Dyeing, United Power Generation 

Company, Intraco Refueling Station, Saiham Cotton Mills and Dragon Sweater were the other turnover leaders. 

 Saiham Textile Mills gained the most in the week with a 32.78-per cent increase in its share prices, while 

Stylecraft was the worst loser, shedding 73.82 per cent. 
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Not all brokers jumping at tax waiver 

 Some 21 percent of the stockbrokers do not want to invest the amount they got from the Chinese consortium in 

the stock market, preferring instead to pay the 15 percent capital gains tax. 

 The 250 stock brokers of the Dhaka Stock Exchange got Tk 962 crore by selling 25 percent stake, or 45.09 crore 

shares, to the consortium of the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange. 

 Of the amount, Tk 15 crore has been deducted as stamp duty, leaving Tk 947 crore for the stock brokers. 

 At present, the tax on the profits made from the sell-off of an asset like stocks, bond and so on is 15 percent. 

 With a view to shoring up the capital market, which has been depressed since the turn of the year, the National 

Board of Revenue came up with the tax waiver package but with the condition that the proceeds from the sell-

off be kept in the market. 

 If the stock brokers plough back the amount they received from the Chinese consortium into the stock market 

and lock it down for at least three years, the capital gains tax for them would be 5 percent. 

 So far, 186 of the stock brokers have received their amounts from the stake sell-off and 39 do not want to lock 

down their windfall in the stock market. 

 This means, almost Tk 140 crore of the proceeds from the stake sell-off will not come back to the market. 

 “It is disappointing,” said a high official of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission. 

 One of the brokers who paid the 15 percent capital gains tax said, on condition of anonymity, that he did not 

want to keep the amount in the stock market for three years as he apprehends the current bear run will prolong. 

 Since the turn of the year, investors lost Tk 45,813 crore. The DSEX, the benchmark index of the DSE, dropped 

1,021 points since January 1. The broker said he has a plan to invest the money elsewhere, so he paid the full tax. 

 Another broker said the country's political situation is not looking stable, so he did not want to take a risk. 

 “It's a personal decision whether they take the tax waiver and pour the money into the stock market or not,” said 

Mostaque Ahmed Sadeque, president of the DSE Brokers Association, which lobbied the finance minister for the 

tax privilege. 

 However, he thanked the government for offering the facility as it has created an opportunity to bring in some 

fresh funds to the market. DSE data showed 113 brokers have received their money by paying 5 percent tax, 

while 34, who each received cheques of Tk 3.78 crore, paid no tax as they made no capital gain from the 

transaction with the Chinese consortium. 

 Some 64 brokers have not collected their cheques yet as they are still undecided, said a high official of the DSE. 

 “They are waiting on the political situation,” he added. 
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Govt eyes to install 72.81 lakh smart prepaid metres 

 The government has set a target of installing 72.81 lakh smart prepaid metres across the country under the 

Seventh Five Year Plan period through various power distribution companies. 

 „The government led by prime minister Sheikh Hasina has decided to improve the load management system 

through reducing system loss and ensuring easier services,‟ state minister for power, energy and mineral 

resources Nasrul Hamid told BSS here on Saturday. 
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 He said the state-owned Dhaka Power Distribution Company Limited (DPDC) has set a target to install 12 lakh 

smart prepaid metres, adding, „The DPDC has already installed some 2,72,319 smart prepaid metres and process 

is going on for installing more 1,15,181 smart prepaid metres,‟ 

 Hamid went on saying, „The DPDC will install 6.50 lakh smart prepaid metres by June 30, 2021 and also reserve 

some 200,000 metres for reinstallation anytime,‟ Nasrul Hamid said. 

 According to the project details, the executive committee of the National Economic Council (ECNEC) approved a 

Taka 657.95 crore project to install 6.50 lakh smart prepaid metres and bring 200,000 smart prepaid metres by 

2021 starting from July, 2018. 

 Through major initiatives by the government, most part of the capital city and its adjoining district Narayanganj 

would be bought under the smart prepaid electricity regime. 

 With the implementation of the project, it is expected that the system loss would be reduced significantly with 

the installation of the smart prepaid metres. 

 Apart from this, the service by the state-owned DPDC would improve further while the load management would 

be easier due to better assessment. 

 Presently, the DPDC has been rendering services to some 11.76 lakh consumers while the highest demand for 

electricity reached to 1,551.30 MW. 

 The officials said that the successful implementation of the projects would enable the government to install 

prepaid metres almost in all areas of the capital. 
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Jute 

 

Raw jute crisis hampers production in Khulna-Jashore region mills 

 Production in nine state-owned jute mills in Khulna-Jessore region is being hampered due to crisis of raw jute 

while the stock of unsold jute products is increasing. 

 Jute products worth TK 315 crore have been lying unsold for long, causing financial crisis in the mills and 

hampering payment of regular wages of workers and employees, said mills sources. 

 Among the nine state-owned jute mills, seven are located in Khulna and the rest two in Jessore area. The seven 

Khulna region jute mills are- Daulatpur Jute Mill, Khalishpur Jute Mill, Platinum Jubilee Jute Mill, The Crescent 

Jute Mill, Star Jute Mill, Alim Jute Mill, Eastern Jute Mill while Jessore region‟s two Jute Mills are-Carpeting Jute 

Mill, Jessore Jute Industries (JJI) Mill. 

 Four types of products - sack, hessian, carper backing cloth and yarn—are produced in the jute mills. 

 Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation (BJMC) decided to produce products keeping 3,650 handlooms operative in 

the jute mills in the current fiscal year. But, only 2,099 handlooms are operating which is only 57 per cent of the 

target. As a result, 47 per cent of the mill workers remained unemployed. 

 The mill authorities said it is not being possible to buy raw jute for financial crisis, leading to failure in achieving 

the production target. 

 The target of buying raw jute for the year 2018-2019 was fixed at 7.48 lakh quintals. But only 81610 quintals 

have been bought in the last four months which is just 11 per cent of the target. 

 However, the BJMC authorities said when the produced goods will be sold, the financial crisis will be over. 

 Md Sohrab Hossain, general secretary of CBA and non CBA Oikyo Parisad, said it is the season of purchasing raw 

jutes but there is no allocation for purchasing it. So the jute mill authorities are not being able to buy jute at 

lower price. Later, they have to purchase it at higher price which will boost the production cost. 

 The CBA leader urged authorities concerned to allocate fund for purchasing raw jute this season and take 

initiative for selling produced products. 

 Dr J A M Mahabub-ur-Rashid Julfikar, project chief of Eastern Jute Mill, said that the production has been 

declined due to lack of fund. The production target is 16.34 metric tons where only 7-10 metric tons have been 

produced. 

 If the Jute Packaging Law is implemented in the local market, then the sale of goods will be increased, he said. 

 Sheikh Rahmat Ullah, regional coordination officer of BJMC, said that if the mill authorities can sell stock of 

products, the crisis will be solved. Then, the mill authorities will be able to buy raw jute. 

 He expected that the crisis will be over within one or two months. 
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Foreign ships, containers tripled 

 Arrivals of foreign ships and containers have tripled in Mongla port in a period of five years, thanks to massive 

development and modernization initiatives to upgrade the second largest sea port in the country. 
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 The number of foreign ships stood at 784 in 2017-18 fiscal year, which was only 282 in 2012-13 fiscal. The 

number of containers was 43,000 in 2017-18, whereas it was 20,717 in 2015-16, according to data of Mongla 

port . 

 With the growing interests from the port users, the port authority has garnered enhanced revenue from its 

services. 

 In the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-17, the revenue earning has seen an upward trend by 15%, which turned to 50% in 

FY17-18. Arrivals of foreign ships and cargo handling have also increased simultaneously.  

 According to port users, without problems, such as poor navigability in the jetties, lack of adequate instruments 

to handle containers and difficulties in the customs, export-import business in the Mongla port would have 

boosted further, improving the financial standards of the locals as well. 

 Mongla port Chairman Commodore AKM Faruque Hasan said: “Among the 10 approved development projects 

intended for the port, seven are currently under progress.  

 “Once these projects- financed by India and China- are completed, the port will be better mobilized,” he added. 

“The government is constantly monitoring port development.” 

 Port users are increasingly attracted to Mongla port due to its enhanced efficiency, and better services, the 

chairman said. 

 Profitable since 2009, but problems remain 

 The chairman further said, after 2009, the Mongla port has been experiencing profits.  

 Currently, the port has six self-owned jetties, seven individually owned jetties and 22 anchorages- all of which 

are capable of handling 34 ships at the same time.  

 The port has the capacity to handle more than 10,000,000 metric tons of cargoes, 70,000 containers and more 

than 20,000 vehicles through four transit sheds, two warehouses, four container yards and two car parking yards.  

 Mongla Customs Clearing and Forwarding Agents Associations President Md Sultan Hossain Khan said: 

“According to data provided by the Chittagong customs house, 10% of the imported goods go through a 

physical checkup after entering the Chittagong port.” 

 “However, in Mongla customs house, 100% of the imported goods go through a physical checkup,” he said. 

“This is why importers do not want to bring „capital machineries‟ through this port.” 

 He said due to the financial losses and harassments, many are unwilling to use the port. 

 Port Chairman Commodore AKM Faruque Hasan said as number of containers are low, the customs authority 

checks almost all consignments, although there is a provision of examining as low as 10% of the total 

consignments. 

 He said currently 70-80% of the capacity is used by the port users. 

 Meanwhile, port users say, the port can be used to its fullest potential with the cooperation of all concerned 

parties.  

 Mongla port user Shipping Agent and Managing Director of Stevedors Messrs Nuru and Sons HM Dulal 

informed: “Ships are continuously entering the Mongla port. Port users have increased their scope of work, 

creating more employment for workers.” 

 Former MP of Bagerhat-3 constituency- which comprises of Mongla-Rampal upazilas- and Khulna City 

Corporation Mayor Alhaj Talukder Abdul Khaleque said the Mongla port has gone through a lot of 

developments after the current government came to power. 

 “Through capital dredging, navigability was increased in 145km of channel area,” he said. “We are trying to 

ensure a safe, pollution-free and environment-friendly channel.” 

 The government has taken different initiatives to increase port usage. Among them, constructions of Padma 

Bridge, Khulna-Mongla railway, Khanjahan Ali Airport, 1320 megawatt of coal-based Rampal power plant, 

Special Economic Zone (SPZ) in the Mongla port area with the joint initiative of Bangladesh-India, and expansion 

of Mongla EPZ are some of them, the mayor said. 

 He hoped the construction works for all these projects will be completed by 2020-21. 

 According to port sources, the Mongla port does not have sufficient infrastructures. The port is going to be even 

busier after the construction of the Padma Bridge. And if all port-related activities of Khulna are to be transferred 

to Mongla port, the overall facilities of the port must be increased. 

 With that end in mind, Bangladesh is now seeking loans from India.  

 India will be providing Tk6,245cr in loans in the Tk6,585cr Mongla developmental project. The project, which 

started in June, is estimated to end by 2022. 

 The objective of the project is to increase the capacity of the Mongla port, as well as provide modern facilities 

for port users. 

 Port authorities say the project has a total of 12 components. They are: constructions of jetty-1 and jetty-2 

container terminals, container handling yard, container deliver yard, security systems, roads, yard sheds, security 

walls automation, service vessel jetty, office, MPA tower, port residential complex and community facilities, 

mechanical workshops, equipment yards, equipment sheds, MT pools, marine workshops, signal rail crossing, 

overpass, entertainment sector, expansion of the preserved areas and other infrastructures and administration 

buildings and purchase of five harbour crafts. 



 
 

 Mongla port started its journey on December 1, 1950. It was opened 48km north of Khulna and 131km upstream 

of Bay of Bengal as “Chalna port”. In 1954, the name was changed to Mongla port for the convenience of the 

entry of foreign ships, port sources said. 

 Jute and jute-related goods, prawns, clay tiles, leather and other goods are exported through this port currently. 

On the other hand, food grains, fertilizers, machineries, vehicles, LP gas, coal, limestone, palm oil, wooden logs, 

stones and other goods are imported.  
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One-third life insurance claims unsettled: IDRA 

 Some 33 percent life insurance claims in Bangladesh remain unsettled thanks to weak financial health and lack of 

governance, and in the process erode people's trust in insurers. 

 Of the total insurance claims of Tk 2,760 crore of the 32 life insurance companies as of March, 67 percent were 

settled, according to an evaluation report of the Insurance Development and Regulatory Authority (IDRA). 

 The remaining claims of Tk 914 crore have remained unsettled. 

 Some 11 companies were blamed for the low settlement rate: BAIRA Life, Golden, Homeland, Meghna, MetLife, 

Progressive, Rupali, Padma Islami, Sunlife, Sunflower and Fareast Islami Life Insurance. 

 American MetLife, which dominates the insurance sector with a 39.27 percent market share, has the highest rate 

of unsettled claims: 46 percent. As of March, the company has unsettled claims amounting to Tk 310.6 crore. 

 A huge amount of unsettled claims pushed owners of Padma Islami Life Insurance to sell their shares to S Alam 

Group, which recently bought 45 percent stake into the company. Its claim settlement rate was 82 percent, with 

Tk 28.12 crore in unsettled claims. 

 Among the claims, the settlement of death claims was the lowest at 55 percent. 

 As of March, there were death claims of Tk 133.68 crore, 44.89 percent of which remain unsettled, the report 

said. 

 There were maturity claims worth Tk 1,626 crore until March, 68.36 percent of which was settled. 

 In a life insurance policy with maturity benefits, the insured will be entitled to claim maturity benefits if he/she 

outlives the term of the policy. 

 The success rate of surrender claims, ones where the policyholder decides to exit the policy before maturity, was 

the highest at 96.47 percent among all types of claims. 

 The settlement rate for survival benefit, which is paid to policyholders at regular intervals during the tenure of 

the policy, was 54.31 percent and group health 78 percent. 

 The poor return from investment is one of the major reasons for the high unsettlement rate, said Gokul Chand 

Das, a member of the IDRA. 

 Insurance companies have a tendency to invest in fixed assets like building, floor and land, from which the return 

is minimal, he added. 

 Life insurance companies have Tk 29,118 crore of funds invested in different sectors, from which the average 

return in the first quarter of 2018 was only 2 percent. 

 During the quarter, life insurers invested Tk 2,470 crore, or 8.48 percent of their total fund, in fixed assets and the 

return was only Tk 10 crore, which is 0.40 percent of the investment. 

 The IDRA has asked the companies to diversify investment to increase returns, Das said, adding that clients' lack 

of awareness about insurance rules also accounted for the high unsettlement rate. 
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